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Abstract—Multimodal biometric fusion is generally used for
increasing the verification accuracy by combining two or more
biometric traits. Fusion systems with predefined constant weight
values for each biometry becomes much popular. Among bio-
metrics, face modality is one of the most common traits that
is used in such fusion system. However, face verification suffers
from many challenging difficulties, one of which is facial makeup.
Recently, it has been shown that the accuracy of face verification
can be impacted by the presence of facial makeup. And as
such, the verification result of a multimodal fusion system with
constant weight value for each biometry can be degraded by facial
cosmetics. In this work, we propose a method of integrating facial
makeup detection into the fusion system to increase performance.
In our investigated scenario, score level fusion of face, fingerprint
and iris verification are performed, while the weight value of
each trait changes dynamically according to the level of makeup
classification of test facial image. So far, this is the first work
taking into account the facial makeup within a multimodal
biometric verification system. Experiments on 1600 different
subjects reveal that our proposed method can help in increasing
the overall performance of fusion system than without using the
facial makeup information.

I. INTRODUCTION

A single trait based biometric verification system, such as
using only fingerprint or face, usually has lower performance
than systems combining two or more biometrics [1]. As such,
multimodal biometric fusion obtained has obtained more and
more interest, and face verification is one of the most common
part of such a system [2]. Usually, a fusion system assigns
a weight to each biometry, which indicates how much each
trait should contribute to the final result. However, for a low-
cost fusion system that uses a non-NIR(Near Infrared) camera
for capturing face images, soft biometrics, especially facial
makeup may impair the performance of face verification.

A significant challenge can be posed by the usage of makeup
as a face alteration method, since it represents a non-permanent
and cost effective, yet simple way of confounding the system
[3]. Therefore, makeup detection in a face image can benefit
face verification from the perspective of both accuracy and
security. But a fusion system that includes face verification and
has a predefined constant weight value for each biometric trait
could be negatively affected by facial makeup. In this work, we
especially concentrate on this situation, and propose a method
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to dynamically assign weight values for each biometric trait by
classifying the test facial images into different makeup levels.

In our investigated scenario, the fusion system uses a total of
three stand-alone biometrics, such as face, fingerprint, and iris,
and the system performs score level fusion on them. In addi-
tion, the system carries out makeup detection on the captured
facial image, and classifies it into four different groups, namely
“no makeup”, “light makeup”, “medium makeup” and “heavy
makeup”. A predefined initial weight value is assigned for each
of the three traits. Then, the weight of the face verifier would
be adjusted according to the makeup classification result. If,
for example, the face image is with heavy makeup, then it is
reasonable that the face verifier would give incorrect matching
result. Thus, even if the fingerprint and iris matchers give
more accurate matching scores, the final fused result would
be impaired. In such cases, by using our proposed method,
the fusion system considers the result of face matcher as
undependable, then chooses to abandon the face verifier and
relies only on fingerprint and iris traits. Similarly, if the test
face image is of medium or light makeup, the weight value of
face matcher will also be adjusted accordingly, while with no
makeup, the weight values of all traits would be the same as
predefined.

This fusion mechanism is fundamentally different from pre-
vious multi-modal fusion systems, since we change the weight
of each trait in the fusion system dynamically with the help of
facial makeup detection. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first work that uses facial makeup detection in a biometric
fusion system. We constructed a database with totally 1600
subjects, and tested our proposed algorithm accordingly.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
provides a brief overview of the related work, Section III
introduces the proposed method, Section IV describes the
approaches used for each component of the fusion system,
Section V presents related experiments and results, while the
last section concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In order to provide multiple evidences to improve the verifi-
cation result, multimodal biometric systems have been studied
thoroughly over the past decades. Data fusion from multiple
biometric systems has been proven to be more efficient than
single trait verification [1]. Fusion systems with two traits,
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such as using face and fingerprint [2][4][5], face and iris
[6][7][8], or fingerprint and iris [9][10][11] are proposed by
researchers. In [12], Aboshosha et al. proposed a decision level
fusion system using face, fingerprint and iris. In all these
works, researchers reported that multimodal fusion system
outperforms their investigated single trait.

Soft biometrics, and in particular the impact of facial
cosmetics to face verification, have raised attention in recent
years. In [23], authors investigated the effects of facial makeup
to automatic face recognition, indicated the need for a better
understanding of face altering scheme with the help of facial
cosmetics and the importance of designing algorithms to suc-
cessfully overcome the obstacle generated by the application of
facial makeup. In [3], authors proposed an algorithm for facial
makeup detection by extracting the shape, texture and color
characteristics of the input face, and presented an adaptive pre-
processing scheme to exploit the knowledge of the presence
or absence of facial makeup to improve facial matching
accuracy. Authors in [16] built a facial makeup database, and
investigated its effect on face recognition by treating the face
as a whole as well as separately investigate the most significant
makeup application areas such as skin, eyes, and mouth. Also,
researchers in [17] proposed an algorithm for detecting facial
makeup by shape and texture characteristics, and classify them
using Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Alligator.

All these works have contributed significantly to multimodal
biometric verification system, as well as facial makeup detec-
tion. However, no any previous work has been carried out
for combining these two fields together, most probably due to
the fact that facial makeup detection is a relatively new topic.
In this work, we investigate a multimodal biometric fusion
system by combining three different biometrics at score level,
and integrate facial makeup detection into it, which presents an
early attempt in this field. Instead of just giving information
regarding whether the input image has makeup or not, we
classify the facial input image into different levels of makeup
and the classification result is sent to tune weight parameters
of each single trait in our fusion system, which is a novel
attempt.

III. THE PROPOSED FUSION SYSTEM

The overall flowchart of the proposed fusion system is
described in Figure 1. There are three independent biometric
verifiers in the system: face, fingerprint and iris. Since our
main focus is on how to integrate the facial makeup detec-
tion into the fusion system, we do not provide any specific
algorithm for face, fingerprint or iris verification. Instead,
we propose how to utilize the facial makeup detection result
to dynamically allocate weight values for different biometric
traits. For that, we choose to concentrate on the scenario of
performing score-level fusion on these three traits. The input
of each trait is the captured relevant biometric image, while
their output is a matching score respectively. Then these scores
are fused together to obtain the final matching score, which
can be used to decide whether the test subject is genuine or

Fig. 1. Overall flowchart of the proposed fusion system.

not. Traditionally, the final matching score can be obtained by
the Sum Rule [14] as follows:

S =WfSf +WfpSfp +WiSi (1)

where, Sf , Sfp and Si represent matching scores obtained
by the face, fingerprint and iris matchers, while Wf , Wfp

and Wi correspond to these traits’ relevant weight values
respectively, and:

Wf +Wfp +Wi = 1.0 (2)

The weight values of each biometric trait in the fusion
system represent what percentage of the final score should
be from a given trait. In a conventional multimodal fusion
system, these weight values are estimated beforehand and
set as constant. In this work, we also estimate these values
first, but further adjust them dynamically in accordance with
the classification result of facial makeup detection. The input
image of the face verifier is also used as input for the facial
makeup detector for classifying it into four different makeup
groups: no-makeup, light makeup, medium makeup, and heavy
makeup. For each class, we assign corresponding confidence
score (Cf ). Then using this score, we decide how much we
should rely on the face verifier, and change the weight value
of each trait accordingly. For the four different makeup level,
the confidence score Cf can be expressed as follows:

Cf =


1.0 no makeup

C1 light makeup

C2 medium makeup

C3 heavy makeup

(3)

The values of C1, C2 and C3 can be determined experi-
mentally. In this work, we chose these values as 0.8, 0.5 and
0.0 respectively, and carried out our test accordingly.

With this confidence score, we propose to change the final
weight value of each trait and obtain the fused final score as
follows:

S = CfWfSf +WfpSfp +WiSi +
1.0− Cf

2
Wf (Sfp + Si)

(4)
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Fig. 2. Reference image and makeup series images in their original form (figure adopted from [16]).

That is, if there is no facial makeup, the weight value of
each trait would be the same as predefined, but if there is
facial makeup, the system would choose whether to trust the
face verifier or not, how much it should trust, and whether to
rely more on the other two biometrics instead. The calculation
of weight values Wf , Wfp and Wi, as well as the algorithm
used to detect facial makeup is described more in detail in
Section IV.

IV. METHODOLOGY
A. Biometric Verification

We use commercial software for obtaining matching scores
for face and fingerprint verification. For the iris verification,
we use the open source iris recognition system, OSIRIS [15],
developed by Telecom Sud Paris.

B. Facial Makeup Detection

The facial makeup is detected using shape and texture
descriptors [17]. The whole steps are illustrated in Figure 3.

We choose to first resize the input face image into 150x130
pixel and convert it into gray scale, on which we perform
feature extraction. We use LGBP (Local Gabor Binary Pattern)
[18] and HOG [19] techniques to extract texture and shape
features. Considering the fact that LGBP is a texture and
HOG is a shape descriptor, when used together, complemen-
tary information can be provided, and much better detection
accuracies are obtained in facial makeup detection [17].

1) LGBP feature extraction: The gray scale face image is
convolved with Gabor filter to obtain multiple Gabor Magni-
tude Pictures (GMPs) in frequency domain by applying multi-
scale and multi-orientation Gabor filters. The Gabor filter that
we use is expressed as follows [18]:

ψµ,v(z) =
||kµ,v||2

σ2
e−

||kµ,v||2||z||2

2σ2

[
eikµ,vz − e−σ2

2

]
(5)

in which, µ and v represent the orientation and scale of
the Gabor filters, z = (x, y), ||.|| denotes the norm operator,
and the wave vector kµ,v = kve

iφµ where kv = kmax/λ
v

and φµ = πµ/8λ is the spacing factor between filters in the
frequency domain.

Gabor filters with totally five scales v ∈ 0, ..., 4 and eight
orientations µ ∈ 0, ..., 7 are used to obtain totaly 40 Gabor
images. For each Gabor image, we use uniform binary-based
LBP with eight sampling points within two pixel neighborhood
[20]. Then, we represent the face region with 5 x 5 non-
overlapping regions, and compute the Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) histogram independently within each of these regions.

After that, we combine the resulting m histograms to yield the
spatially enhanced histogram vector. Finally, we concatenate
all these 40 histogram vectors together to generate one LGBP
feature vector for the input face image. Since the LBP com-
presses the histograms from 256 to 59 elements, after LGBP
feature extraction, we obtain a feature vector with length 59
x 5 x 5 x 40 = 59,000 for one single image.

2) HOG feature extraction: For extracting shape features,
we calculate the histogram channels over rectangular cells (i.e.
R-HOG) by computation of unsigned gradient [19]. Totally 9
rectangular cells and 9 bin histogram per cell is computed
as suggested in [19]. Then these histograms and bins were
concatenated to make a 81-dimensional feature vector. HOG
technique is applied on a 5x5 non-overlapping regions. Thus,
the total number of features extracted from one image is equal
to 81 x 5 x 5 = 2025.

3) Feature level fusion: As since the HOG features lie
into a range of [0, 1], we first apply normalization for
LGBP features by using min-max normalization method [21].
After this normalization step, LBGP and HOG features are
concatenated together to form a single feature vector for the
input image, and sent to the classifier.

4) Classification: We employ Support Vector Machines
(SVM) as our classifier [22]. Totally four classes are provided
for the classifier: no-makeup, light makeup, medium makeup
and heavy makeup. We use YouTube Makeup Database (YMU)
[23] as our training dataset. We manually select and divide the
YMU images into these four groups, provide totally 30 images
per group, and use their relevant feature vector to train SVM.
After successful training, the feature vector of the test image
is sent to be classified. Then we obtain the value of Cf in
Equation 3 using the classification result.

C. Biometric Fusion

For estimating the weight values of each biometric trait
in the fusion system as described in Section III, we use the
Matcher Weighting (MW) fusion method [21]. Weight values
are assigned to each matcher based on their Equal Error Rate
(EER), which describes the value when the matcher’s False
Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate (FRR) are
equal to each other. Let em denote the EER of a matcher m,
where m = 1, 2, ..., M (here in our case, M = 3). Then the
weight Wm associated with matcher m is calculated as:

Wm =

(
1/

M∑
m=1

1

em

)
em

(6)
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Using our test data, the EER of face, fingerprint and iris
matchers are estimated using the above equation, and then
sent to Equation 4 for obtaining final fused score.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Test Data Construction

Lack of large scale test datasets for biometric verification is
one of the biggest challenges. In order to evaluate the applica-
bility of our proposed algorithm, test database of considerable
size is mandatory. For experimental purpose, we constructed a
database of totally 1600 different subjects, with each subject
has face, fingerprint and iris images.

1) Face images: We used the FaceScrub [24] and FERET
[25] image database. The FaceScrub database consists of
totally 530 different subjects, while FERET database is with
totally 994 different persons. Besides, we also collected our
own database of 76 subjects with face images captured in
different time period.

2) Fingerprint images: We used FVC2002 Db a [26] and
SDUMLA-HMT’s URU4000B and ZY202-B [27] databases.
The FVC2002 Db a database contains images of totally 400
different fingers, with 8 impression for each finger. We select
only five impressions for a single finger in our case. The
SDUMLA-HTM database consists of totally 2x106x6=1272
different fingers. The first 1200 of them are used in our case.

3) Iris images: We used the CASIA-IrisV4 collected by the
Chinese Academy of Sciences’ Institute of Automation (CASIA)
[28]. Totally 1600 subjects from the database are selected. We
only selected iris images with no eyeglass, since our used iris
matcher fails to detect pupil region when there is eyeglass and
light reflection on it.

For an individual, assuming that face, fingerprint and iris
biometrics are statistically independent, which is a widely
accepted and reasonable practice in multimodal biometrics
research [21], we create a virtual subject by associating an
individual from the face database with an individual from the
fingerprint and iris database. In this manner, we arrived at our
database with 1600 subjects. Each of the first 606 subjects has
five images for each biometry, while each of the rest has two,
which is due to the lack of sufficient frontal face images from
FERET database. This results in totally 606x5+2x994=5018
genuine images for our test.

We perform score normalization separately on the obtained
scores from each of these three biometric traits by using min-
max normalization [21]. Matching scores lie in the range of
0.0 and 1.0, where 0.0 means totally different, while 1.0 means
exactly the same. For the score normalization process and
determining fusion parameters, we used the entire database
as suggested in [21].

B. Testing Protocol

Based on the FVC2002 testing protocol [26], we carry out
our experiments to:

• Calculate the FRR by matching each sample against the
remaining samples of the same subject. If the matching h
against g is performed, the symmetric one (i.e. g against

Fig. 3. Overall flowchart of the facial makeup detection process.

Fig. 4. Sample face (top), fingerprint (middle) and iris (bottom) images of
one subject of our test database.

h) is not executed to avoid correlation. Thus in this case,
the total number of genuine scores is: 606x10+994=7054.

• Compute the FAR by matching the first sample of each
subject against the first sample of the remaining subjects.
If the matching h against g is performed, the symmetric
one (i.e. g against h) is not executed to avoid correla-
tion. So we have a total number of impostor scores as:
(1600x1599)/2=1,279,200.

C. Experimental Results

The obtained FRR with respect to 1.0% and 0.1% FAR,
and EER of individual biometrics of face, fingerprint and iris
matchers, as well as the fusion system without facial makeup
detection and with facial makeup detection as proposed in
this work, are shown in Table I. For comparison purpose, we
also report performances of fusing only two biometrics with
and without makeup detection as well. The calculated weight
value, Wm, of each individual matcher in the fusion system
obtained by Equation 6 is given in Table II. The result of facial
makeup classification is illustrated in Table III. The Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves of individual matchers
and fusion system combining face, fingerprint, iris and makeup
detection are illustrated in Figure 5. The ROC curve is a
two-dimensional measure of classification performance that
describes the probability of classifying correctly the genuine
test images against the rate of incorrectly classifying impostor
examples.

From these results, we see that for single trait biometric veri-
fication, face matcher gives the lowest performance comparing
to fingerprint and iris matchers. This is reasonable, since the
face images collected in the database contains a vast variety of
challenging conditions, such as illumination, head pose, facial
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Fig. 5. ROC curve of each of the face (green), fingerprint (blue) and iris (purple) matchers, as well as fusion system that combines these three biometrics
together with facial makeup detection (red).

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED FUSION SYSTEM

Matcher
FRR

EER
FAR = 1.0% FAR = 0.1%

Face 13.42 % 21.18% 5.70%

FP (Fingerprint) 3.11% 3.87% 2.75%

Iris 4.34% 8.02% 2.93%

Face + FP 2.78% 3.23% 1.97%

Face + FP + Makeup 2.63% 3.01% 1.79%

Face + Iris 3.84% 6.72% 2.45%

Face + Iris + Makeup 3.56% 6.48% 2.33%

FP + Iris 1.96% 2.85% 1.47%

Face + FP + Iris 1.19% 2.03% 1.08%

Face + FP + Iris + Makeup 0.98% 1.67% 0.99%

expression, age difference, and facial cosmetic makeup, etc.
All these contribute negatively to the verification process. As
such, the face matcher has the lowest weight in any fusion
system as obtained by Equation 6 and illustrated in Table II.
Meanwhile, multimodal fusion system always obtained higher
performance than single trait. Three-modal biometric verifica-
tion has higher performance than two-modal ones. Besides, as
we proposed in this work, by integrating the facial makeup
detection into the fusion system, and dynamically tuning
the weight value of each matcher according to the makeup
classification result, we observed increased performance for
both two-modal, and three-modal fusion system than their
relevant modes without facial makeup detection. The facial
makeup classification result that showed in Table III reveals

TABLE II
CALCULATED WEIGHT VALUES OF EACH INDIVIDUAL BIOMETRIC

MATCHERS IN THE FUSION SYSTEM

Matcher Face Fingerprint Iris

Face Only 1.0 – –

Fingerprint Only – 1.0 –

Iris Only – – 1.0

Face + Fingerprint 0.325 0.675 –

Face + Iris 0.34 – 0.66

Fingerprint + Iris – 0.516 0.484

Face + Fingerprint + Iris 0.191 0.417 0.392

TABLE III
FACIAL IMAGE COUNTS OF DIFFERENT CLASSES OBTAINED BY MAKEUP

DETECTION

No Makeup Light
Makeup

Medium
Makeup

Heavy
Makeup Total

2216 1837 535 430 5018

that the facial images in our test database include significant
amount of images with cosmetic makeups of different levels.
With the help of facial makeup detection, the EER of two-
modal fusion using face and fingerprint is reduced by 0.18%,
while that of face and iris is reduced by 0.12%. For three-
modal fusion using face, fingerprint and iris, which gives the
highest performance than other traits, the EER has gained a
decrease of 0.09% by integrating the facial makeup detection.
With the fact that the total number of scores being tested are
considerable, the amount of scores that are correctly matched
by the proposed method in this work are notable. For instance,
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without facial makeup detection, the fusion system consisting
face, fingerprint and iris has an EER of 1.08%. With our
tested 1,279,200 impostor scores, this means at least 13,815
scores would be falsely accepted. However, with our proposed
method, we improved this EER to 0.99%, which reduces the
falsely accepted score count to 12,664, that is, the fusion
system is able to correctly reject 1151 impostor scores more.
For the two-modal fusion system of face and fingerprint, which
gained the biggest improvement of EER by the proposed
method, there are at least 2302 more impostor scores can be
correctly rejected. Thus, as the results reveal, our proposed
method of taking into account the facial makeup detection
while fusing the different biometric traits is shown as efficient
and applicable to improve the performance of multimodal
fusion.

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a method of integrating the facial makeup
detection and classification result into a multimodal biometric
system. Instead of assigning a predefined constant weight
value for each single trait while fusing, we change these
weight values dynamically according to the facial makeup
classification result. This is the first work to investigate
the possibilities of using facial makeup information into a
multimodal fusion system. We constructed a database of
totally 1600 different subjects, and experimental results by
7054 genuine and 1,279,200 impostor scores reveal that our
proposed method can help to increase the verification result
of the fusion system.
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